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IRAQI NEWS FOR 21 DEC 04 

• British P.M. Tony Blair made a surprise visit to Baghdad - Al-
Sharqiyah 

• Two local officials killed north of Baghdad -Al-Sharqiyah 
• Twelve civilians said killed, 23 wounded in US attack on Hit-Al-

Sharqiyah 
• Perpetrators of electoral commission staff attacks arrested- Radio 

Dijla 
• Booby-trapped car seized in Al-Najaf- Radio Dijla 
• Man arrested for attempting to plant explosives near mosque- Radio 

Dijla 
• Council official killed by gunmen- Radio Dijla 
• A conference organized on the role of Iraqi journalists in the 

upcoming elections-Al-Zawra 
• Interior minister says Al-Jazeera TV "promoting terrorists"- Al-Sharq 

al-Awsat 
• Al-Jazeera hits back at charges of links with insurgents 
IRAQI MEDIA PROGRAMME SUMMARIES, 21 DEC 04 

• Al-Sharqiyah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic 
• Al-Iraqiah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic, 
• Dar Al-Salam Radio, Iraqi Islamic Party-affiliated 
• Al-Diyar Satellite Channel in Arabic, Baghdad 
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• Children die in Iraqi freeze- Azzaman 
• Press comments 
• Higher education sector in Iraq was subjected to further damage-Al-

Mu’tamar 
• “58 Arabs and foreigners were arrested in Al-Fallujah’- Al-Mu'tamar 
• “What the "occupation" has done for the Iraqis?”- Al-Furat 
• "Wrong Doing and the Political Project,"- Al-Adalah 
UPDATES FROM IRAQI KURDISH PRESS, 21 DEC 2004 

• Khabat daily, issued in Erbil by the KDP, 21 December 2004 
• Kurdistani Nwe daily, issued in Sulaymanya by the PUK, 21 December 

2004 
• www.peyamner.com  21 December 2004 
• Jamawar, private weekly issued in Erbil by “a group of independent 

journalists”, 20 December 2004 
• Amro, private half-monthly issued in Sulaymanya, 17 December 2004 

 
IRAQI NEWS for 21 Dec 04 

British P.M. Tony Blair made a surprise visit to Baghdad - Al-
Sharqiyah 
Al-Sharqiyah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic, 21 Dec 2004: Baghdad-based 
TV channel Al-Sharqiyah: [Newsreader] British Prime Minister Tony Blair has made a 
surprise visit to Baghdad, the first visit to the Iraqi capital, during which he held talks 
with interim Iraqi Prime Minister Iyad Allawi. The talks dealt with the elections slated 
for 30 January 2005. Upon disembarking from the plane, Blair was received by General 
(John Kissley), the highest ranking UK officer in Iraq. Afterward, he boarded a Puma 
Helicopter, which carried him to the Green Zone, the fortified location which houses the 
UK and US embassies, in addition to the headquarters of the Iraqi Government. 
Blair held talks with Allawi. He also discussed the preparations for the forthcoming 
elections with Edward Chaplin, the British ambassador to Iraq; General George Casey, 
commander of the multinational forces; and the high-tanking US officials in Iraq. Blair's 
visit to Iraq is the first visit by a UK prime minister since Winston Churchill's visit during 
World War II. 
The British prime minister also visited today the offices of the Independent Electoral 
Commission of Iraq [IECI]. Blair met with Abd-al-Husayn al-Hindawi, head of IECI, and 
IECI members. They discussed the preparations under way to complete the electoral 
process as scheduled on 30 January 2005. Blair commended the efforts of the IECI 
personnel and the officials responsible for supervising the elections. A spokesman for the 
UK Government cited Blair as saying that their [IECI Officials] mission will be difficult 
and dangerous. British Prime Minister Tony Blair reiterated his government's support for 
the general elections, which will be held in Iraq next month, to guarantee [the success of] 
the political process in Iraq. 
In a joint press conference with Iraqi Prime Minister Iyad Allawi, Blair said that his visit 
comes to renew support for the Iraqi Government to help it in holding the elections on 
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schedule. He considered the electoral process as a great challenge to Iraqis in order to run 
the [internal] affairs of their country. 
For his part, the Iraqi prime minister vowed to fight what he described as terrorism and to 
hold the Iraqi elections with the participation of all Iraqis. [Video shows Blair being 
received by Allawi and other Iraqi officials; Blair meeting with IECI officials; Blair and 
Allawi in a joint press conference]  

Two local officials killed north of Baghdad -Al-Sharqiyah 

Al-Sharqiyah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic, 21 Dec 2004: Gunmen on 21 
Dec assassinated two members of the municipal council in Al-Siniyah Subdistrict, north 
of Baghdad, Iraqi Al-Sharqiyah TV reported. The gunmen, who were travelling in an 
unmarked car, attacked and shot dead Ammar al-Janabi and Hazim al-Bara while they 
were on their way to work at the municipal council building.  

Twelve civilians said killed, 23 wounded in US attack on Hit-Al-
Sharqiyah 

Al-Sharqiyah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic, 21 Dec 2004: US jet fighters 
launched an air attack on the town of Hit in western Iraq on 20 December, killing 12 
civilians and wounding 23 others, Al-Sharqiyah TV reported on 21st. Its correspondent 
said a closure was in force on the town, which was still being subjected to shelling by US 
artillery. Earlier, US forces distributed fliers warning Hit residents that if they did not 
hand over unidentified gunmen their town would suffer the same fate as Al-Fallujah's. 
The town has seen clashes over the past four days between US army patrols and 
unidentified gunmen.   

Perpetrators of electoral commission staff attacks arrested- 
Radio Dijla 

Radio Dijla, Baghdad, Arabic, 21 Dec 04: Iraqi National Guard forces have arrested a 
group of gunmen, including the perpetrators of the 19 December attack on employees of 
the Independent Electoral Commission on Haifa Street, Iraqi Radio Dijlah reported on 21 
December. The radio added that the National Guards, backed by multinational forces, 
also confiscated a large number of weapons and explosives after raiding gunmen dens in 
the areas around Haifa Street.  

Booby-trapped car seized in Al-Najaf- Radio Dijla 

 

Radio Dijla, Baghdad, Arabic, 21 Dec 04: Police and multinational forces in Al-Najaf's 
Hanun area in the Al-Jumhuriyah neighbourhood discovered a booby-trapped car on 20 
December and arrested its driver along with another group, Iraqi Radio Dijlah reported 
the following day.  
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Man arrested for attempting to plant explosives near mosque- 
Radio Dijla 

 

Radio Dijla, Baghdad, Arabic, 21 Dec 04: Iraqi Radio Dijlah reported that security 
forces in Karbala arrested a man on 20 December "who was planning to plant an 
explosive charge near the Al-Abbasiyah and Al-Husayniyah mosques".  

Council official killed by gunmen- Radio Dijla 

 

Radio Dijla, Baghdad, Arabic, 21 Dec 04: A municipal council official in northern Iraq 
was killed on 21 December by gunmen, Radio Dijla reported. Medical sources confirmed 
that Shaykh Hazim al-Barra, chairman of the municipal council in the Al-Siniyah 
Subdistrict, which is affiliated with the northern district of Bayji, died and one of his 
bodyguards was wounded.  

A conference organized on the role of Iraqi journalists in the 
upcoming elections-Al-Zawra 

Al-Zawra [ Baghdad ,weekly newspaper, issued by  the Iraqi Journalists Union ,CI: 
Shihab Al_Tamimi]21 Dec 04: carried a report on the conference organized by the Iraqi 
Journalists Association in cooperation with the Iraqi Civil Society centre to discuss the 
role of Iraqi journalists in the upcoming elections. The report says that the dean of the 
association and a number of intellectuals delivered lectures explaining the importance of 
the upcoming elections in drawing Iraq's future, the legal status of the elections, the role 
of women, and journalists' obligations in educating people in the conference, which was 
held in Baghdad on 18 and 19 December.  

Interior minister says Al-Jazeera TV "promoting terrorists"- Al-
Sharq al-Awsat 

Al-Sharq al-Awsat [Baghdad edition of London-based daily Al-Sharq al-Awsat]21 
Dec 04: Interior Minister Falah Al-Naqib has accused Al-Jazeera TV of being hostile to 
Iraqis by promoting the operation of "terrorists" carrying out attacks in Iraq, and possibly 
of funding them, the London-based newspaper Al-Sharq al-Awsat reported on 21 
December. In an interview with the paper, Al-Naqib said: "Al-Jazeera is the only channel 
that broadcasts footage of terrorist groups and their activities, and this channel definitely 
promotes these groups. According to my information, it also extends financial assistance 
to these groups."  
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Al-Jazeera hits back at charges of links with insurgents 

Al-Jazeera TV has denounced accusations by the Iraqi interior minister that the news 
channel helps fund terrorists, AFP reported on 21 December. "Al-Jazeera wishes to state 
unequivocally that all the allegations and accusations levelled at it by [Interior Minister] 
Mr Al-Naqib are totally and completely unfounded," the satellite station said in a 
statement sent to AFP. The TV said it considers the allegations to be tantamount to 
defamation and would "append these latest allegations to the file that is already being 
considered by legal experts based in London with a close look at aspects of defamation 
and jeopardizing the safety and security of working journalists." 

 

 
 
 
 

IRAQI MEDIA Programme summaries, 21 Dec 04 

Al-Sharqiyah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic 

• Pentagon official says 22 people were killed in missile, mortar attack against US 
military base in Mosul; Reuters says number of casualties of US soldiers not known  

• British premier pays surprise visit to Baghdad today; British leader hold talks with 
Iraqi premier on 30 January elections  

• British premier visits headquarters of Iraqi independent elections commission; meets 
commission's head, discuss preparations for forthcoming elections on fixed date  

• British premier reiterates his government's support for holding elections in Iraq; Iraqi 
premier pledges to fight what he described as "terrorism"; hold elections with 
participation of all Iraqis  

• US aircraft attacked Hit City on 20th killing 12 civilians, wounding 23; Al-Sharqiyah 
correspondent says marines surrounded Hit City ahead of air attack  

• Five US soldiers, Iraqi civilian injured in home-made bomb explosion attack near 
Kirkuk; US troops arrest suspect after incident  

• Selection process carried out for more than 27,000 pilgrims to Mecca  
• Explosion in pipeline network in northern Iraq  
• World Bank says Iraq paid 110m dollars owed to international reconstruction bank  
• Four people injured in roadside bomb explosion near Iraqi police checkpoint in 

Karbala on 20th  
• Member of Ba'qubah municipal assembly killed by armed individuals  
• Independent Iraqi coalition holds news conference discussing need to hold elections  
• US president threatens to punish Syria for interfering in Iraq's internal affairs 
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Al-Iraqiah Satellite Channel, Baghdad, in Arabic, 

• Prime Minister Iyad Allawi says government to go ahead with poll preparations. His 
statement comes at joint press conference with British Prime Minister Tony Blair  

• Interim National Assembly discusses January polls and voting by Iraqis living abroad  
• Assembly member, Dr. Abbas al-Bayati says assembly committed to holding polls on 

time  
• Spokesman for independent electoral commission, Farid Ayar, denies he has given 

interview to Al Jazeera. He announces date and time of polls  
• American President George Bush says Iraq polls to be held on time, threatens to put 

pressure on Iran and Syria  
• Cabinet says Al-Fallujah population to return home gradually  
• Multinational force base in Mosul comes under mortar attack; 22 killed  
• Four killed and seven injured in shelling in Hit; Diyala professor killed in Ba'quba; 

city councillor killed in Beyji  
• Shi'i and Sunni waqf leaders denounce latest killings in Iraq. Leader of Supreme 

Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq [SCIRI], Abd-al-Aziz al-Haqim, accuses 
Abu-Musa'b al-Zarqawi of being behind twin bombings  

• Basra clerics denounce bombings in Al-Najaf and Karbala  
• Police chief in Diyala arrest 40 Afghans and Iranians illegally crossing border  
• Police seize weapons and explosives in Al-Qut  
• Over 100 released from Abu-Ghurayb prison  
• Applicants for pilgrimage chosen by draw  
• Ministry of Education announces two-day weekend for schools: Thursday and Friday  
• Qut marks anniversary of killing of Ayatollah Muhammad Sadiq al-Sadr  
• Iraq photography association holds annual competition  
• Iraq Christians prepare for Christmas celebrations despite security situation  
• US and Iraq sign oil co-operation agreement  
• Iraq trade delegation in talks with EU over reconstruction grants. World Bank says 

Iraq paid back part of debts 

 
 

Dar Al-Salam Radio, Iraqi Islamic Party-affiliated 

 

• A group of Iraqi ulema issues a religious edict saying that he who intends to perform 
pilgrimage and then gives it up to donate the money to a needy family will be 
considered as if he has performed the pilgrimage  

• Sources at the interim Iraqi government says that people displaced from their homes 
in the city of Al-Fallujah will begin returning to the city from 23rd  

• US helicopters and tanks bombarded the city of Hit overnight, killing six Iraqis and 
wounding nine others  

• An oil pipeline east of the city of Bayji is blown up, and five US soldiers are 
wounded in an explosion in the city of Al-Hawijah  
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• The British prime minister arrives in Iraq, holds joint news conference with Allawi ... 
Following the Iraqi foreign minister's meetings with the Pakistani president and 
officials, Pakistan voiced support for the upcoming Iraqi elections  

• The AP quotes the Hungarian defence minister as saying that the Hungarian forces 
withdrew from Iraq on 20th President Bush threatens to take economic and 
diplomatic measures against Syria and Iran unless they stop meddling in Iraq affairs 

Al-Diyar Satellite Channel in Arabic, Baghdad 

 

• Eyewitnesses say clashes took place between the American forces and fighters in Al-
Fallujah overnight  

• An armed group distributes leaflets warning citizens from returning to the city  
• At least 14 people, including four National Guardsmen and a Turkish truck driver, 

were killed in a number of separate attacks in Iraq  
• Prime Minister Allawi says after the bombings in Al-Najaf and Karbala that the 

government is serious in its efforts to break the back of terrorism. He calls on the 
Iraqis to effectively participate in the election  

• Nuri al-Sumayda'i, member of the Association of Muslim Scholars in Diyala, says 
people should be more aware of attempts to sow sectarian sedition  

• President Bush says the Iraqi elections will be held on 30 January as scheduled. He 
warns Syria against supporting the military attacks in Iraq  

• UN Secretary General Annan strongly condemns the attacks in Al-Najaf and Karbala  
• Hundreds of students demonstrate in Mosul to protest the "arrest campaigns" by the 

multinational forces  
• A new group of policemen graduates in the Arbil governorate  
• Karbala Police command holds first security conference for police forces in Al-Furat 

al-Awsat region  
• Al-Diyar correspondent in Al-Nasiriyah reports an attack on police centre in the 

region. No one was hurt  
• The US government fails to prevent civil rights groups from seeing CIA documents 

on the abuse of prisoners in Iraq and Afghanistan  
• The Iraqi Oil Ministry and the US Energy Department sign a cooperation 

memorandum  
• Iraqi sources and eyewitnesses say the American forces have recently launched the 

biggest campaign to uproot trees on the highway between Al-Muqdadiyah and 
Ba'qubah  

• The Telecommunications Ministry increases fixed telephone fees, angering citizens 

 

IRAQI PRESS QOUTES & COMMENTS 21 Dec 2004 

Children die in Iraqi freeze- Azzaman 
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Al-Zaman [daily, independent, Baghdad edition of London-based Al-Zaman] 21 Dec 
2004: At least 16 children in Iraq have died during one of the coldest spells hitting the 
country in years.In Baghdad a family of six froze to death on Monday night.Acute fuel 
shortages have exacerbated conditions for Iraqi families as temperatures drop below zero 
at night. 
The interim government, as has been the case during other crises, is oblivious to the 
suffering.Hospital sources say the number of casualties will rise dramatically if the spell 
continues and there is no immediate solution to the fuel crisis.Fuel is in short supply and 
heating fuel is getting scarcer and scarcer in a country endowed with the world’s second 
largest reserves of oil.Government officials refused to comment on whether they had any 
plans in mind to provide emergency help.U.N. and non-governmental organizations 
usually come to the aid of countries facing unprecedented cold spells.Local relief workers 
from the Red Crescent warn that the situation would deteriorate unless resources were 
made available to help vulnerable families prepare for this year’s harsh winter.Those 
affected are some of Iraq’s poorest people as well as the refugees from Falluja who are in 
urgent need of blankets and warm clothes.Red Crescent doctors, who refused to be 
named, say respiratory diseases have spread among the refugees, particularly children. 
 
 

Press comments 

Higher education sector in Iraq was subjected to further damage-Al-
Mu’tamar 
Al-Mu'tamar [Baghdad, daily newspaper in Arabic published by the Iraqi National 
Congress]21 Dec 04: carried an article discussing the problems facing the higher 
education sector in Iraq. The article says that this sector, which inherited several 
problems from the former regime's erroneous policies, was subjected to further damage 
after the downfall of the former regime as most of the Iraqi universities were looted and 
destroyed. The article explains that it still suffers from the illogical religious and political 
interference in the universities' work, urging the religious authority in Al-Najaf, the 
prominent political forces, and the Iraqi Government to immediately stop this 
interference.  

“58 Arabs and foreigners were arrested in Al-Fallujah’- Al-Mu'tamar 

Al-Mu'tamar [Baghdad, daily newspaper in Arabic published by the Iraqi National 
Congress]21 Dec 04: published a report citing a high-ranking official source at the 
Justice Ministry as saying that 58 Arabs and foreigners were arrested in Al-Fallujah to be 
added to the other 600 Arab and foreign terrorists, who had been detained by the 
multinational forces in Iraq. The source added that 5,500 Iraqis are still detained by the 
multinational forces. He explained that a nine-member committee comprising the 
representatives of the Justice, Human Rights, and Interior Ministries, in addition to three 
members of the multinational forces, is responsible for their fate.  
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“What the "occupation" has done for the Iraqis?”- Al-Furat 
 

Al-Furat,[ comprehensive & political daily, by Al-Furat Establishment for Press]21 
Dec 04 :carried an editorial by Chief Editor Shakir al-Juburi on what the "occupation" 
has done for the Iraqis. Al-Juburi says that the "occupation" did not come to Iraq with 
wonderful and new ideas, but legal actions that are being adopted to sue the former 
officials. Al-Juburi adds that the former regime will not use the "occupation" as a way to 
punish the former officials, but it will use violence. Al-Juburi says that this is one of the 
very few good things that the "occupation" brought and it represents a step toward a real 
democratic and ethical way to deal with the political rivals.  

"Wrong Doing and the Political Project,"- Al-Adalah 
Al-Adalah [Baghdad, twice-weekly newspaper in Arabic published by the Supreme 
Council of the Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI)]21 Dec 04 : carried an article by Ali 
Khulayf entitled "Wrong Doing and the Political Project," in which the writer comments 
on the former regime's "injustice" to the Shi'i and Kurds, and its effect on the future 
political system in Iraq. The author says that the majority of Iraqis were "wronged" by the 
former regime, and now they must "unite and cooperate to establish their political 
program, which will guarantee the minority's rights."  
 
Updates from Iraqi Kurdish Press, 21 Dec 2004 
 

Khabat daily, issued in Erbil by the KDP, 21 December 2004 

• The KDP leader Massoud Barzani received in his office Monday the new US 
Consular in Kirkuk Peter Thompson. Barzani reiterated the need to implement 
Article 58 of the Iraqi Transitional Administrative Law (TAL) and normalize the 
situation in Kirkuk before conduction of provincial elections there.  Thompson 
supported Barzani’s views and TAL implementation before Kirkuk elections 
adding that all the efforts should be exerted for the creation of a federal 
democratic Iraq where all the diversity components should enjoy their eligible 
rights. The same day, Barzani received the leader of the Democratic Gathering of 
Iraqi Tribes and discussed with him latest political and security developments, as 
well as preparations for the forthcoming elections and promotion of bilateral 
relations. 

• In his meeting with a large audience form Makhmour are, KDP leader Barzani 
described the Higher Independent Commission for Elections (IEC) in Iraq as 
"biased".  Barzani further said the Kirkuk office of the Commission was run by an 
"ex-Baathist”, whose deputy was a Turcoman Front member. The decisions of the 
commission did not indicate any independence and impartiality, the KDP leader 
proclaimed recalling that about %85 of the registration forms that the 
Commission prepared and distributed through food agents to Kurdistan voters 
were erroneous. He also said that the advocate for the new Iraq were contradicting 
themselves; on one hand they are allowing the Arab settlers that the former 
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regime brought to Kirkuk as a tool  for eliminating Kirkuk’s Kurdistaniness the 
right to vote in Kirkuk instead of sending them back to their original places, 
which should happen sooner or later, and on the other hand Kirkuk is not linked 
back legally and administratively to Kurdistan, which will happen sooner or later, 
and the Kurds in Kirkuk are not allowed to vote for Kurdistan Parliament. The 
KDP leader asserted that if the provincial election in Kirkuk was held without 
implementation of Article 58 of eh TAL, then the Kurds will take their own 
action.   

• KRG-Erbil Prime minister Nechirvan Barzani inaugurated the new building for 
the Kurdistan Academy in Erbil Monday evening in the presence of his deputy 
and the Academy president, as well as KRG ministers and senior officials, 
Governors of Erbil and Kirkuk and large number of Kurdologists. senior the  

Kurdistani Nwe daily, issued in Sulaymanya by the PUK, 21 
December 2004 

• The PUK leader Jalal Talabani threaten the Kurdish leadership would not tolerate 
the murderers and terrorist hiding in Haweeja and kicking Kurds anymore.  
During his Monday morning meeting in Qalachwalan with representatives of the 
Kakayee Kurds, Talabani said the blood of the 4 martyrs killed in Haweeja 
Sunday would not go in vain without revenge. After listening to the demands of 
the Kakayees and promising to fulfill them all, Talabani said the Kakayees, 
Ezidians and Shabaks should not consider themselves minority within the Kurdish 
community because they are genuine Kurds. 

• The late President of Sulaymanya was buried inSulaymanya city Monday 
morning amid an elegant ceremony in the presence of KRG-Sulaymanya PM and 
his Deputy, PUK politburo members, university professors and students, as well 
as members of Kurdistan Parliament and presidents of Salahaddin and Dahuk 
universities.  

• The Kurdish Block at Kirkuk Municipal Council submitted a 12-point 
memorandum to the Iraqi leadership demanding, among other issues, 
postponement of Kirkuk provincial election until after reversing the former 
regimes’ Arabization policy.  The memo complains that the IEC Kirkuk Office is 
headed by an ex-Baathist who is leading member of a political group now, and 
has actively participated in the Tikrit meeting against the Kurds. The Memo also 
accuses the IEC Kirkuk Office of deliberate shortcomings resulting in depriving 
104,000 Kirkuki citizens, most of them Kurds,  from registration for casting votes, 
in addition to late and limited distribution of registry form No. 3 in the Kurdish 
districts versus timely and adequate distribution of the same form in the Arabic 
areas. Finally, the Block threatened to boycott the election if not postponed until 
after implementation of Article 58 of the TAL and urged the Iraqi leadership to 
take into consideration the majority vote of the Council for postponement.  
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www.peyamner.com  21 December 2004 

• The leader of the Assyrian Democratic Movement Yonadam Yususf Kenna said 
that conduction of Kirkuk elections without reversing the Baath Party’s chauvinist 
policies was very difficult. Conduction of the elections before implementation of 
TAL Article 58 and return of IDPs and restoration of their confiscated properties 
meant justifying Saddam’s ethnic cleansing policies that changed Kirkuk 
demography, Kenna told London-based al-Hayat paper.  

• Following Monday’s announcement of the MNFI in Kirkuk of discovering 
another mass grave in Topzawa village near Kirkuk containing roughly 50 
corpses, tens of Kurdish families rushed into the site today searching for heir 
missed family members, a local community leader said. AFP said the victims 
appeared to be Kurds shot down by the Baath regime in the aftermath of the year 
1991 uprising.  The Coalitions estimated the number of Iraq’s mass graves last 
march as 229 containing about 300,000 corpses. 

• The Kurdish members of Kirkuk Municipal Council held Haweeja officials 
responsible for the murder of the 4 Kurdish citizens while they were having their 
lunch in a restaurant. During meeting today’s, Council members Rizgar Ali and 
Kamal Kirkuki said the Kurds would not keep silent against such aggressions. 
They also requested the Council to convene a special meeting next week and 
summon Haweeja Mayor and police commander on the issue. On related news, 
many Kurdish and Arabic parties issued separate statements condemning the 
murder and considering it a move to disturb peaceful co-existence amongst 
Kirkuk ethnicities.  

• An Iraqi minister told Al-Hayat newspaper that the Kurdish leaders Talabani and 
Barzani may join the Allawi-Yawar alliance. Minister Hachim Al-Hassany, who 
is himself allied with the Allawi-Yawar list, said the four leaders have many 
things in common, get easy together and can share power amongst themselves 
after the elections. 

Jamawar, private weekly issued in Erbil by “a group of 
independent journalists”, 20 December 2004 

• Iraq’s Christians prefer the PUK to the KDP and consider the latter a religious 
party that supports the Islamists. Most of the Christians are expected to vote for 
the PUK in the elections. About %575 of Iraq’s Christians are Chaldeans although 
they are mostly known as Assyrians.  

• The Kurds will get 120 of the 275 seats of Iraq’s new National Assembly, the 
weekly quotes an “informed source” from Baghdad. The Americans have 
designated certain quotas of the Assembly seats for each of the Kurds, the Sunnis 
and the Shiites, the source added. 

•  Three Iraqi ministers will keep their posts even after the forthcoming elections, 
an “informed source close to the Government’ announced. Each of Deputy PM 
Barham Salih, Foreign Minster Hoshyar Zebary (both Kurds) and Finance 
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Minister Adil Mahdi (a Shiite Arab) would continue occupying their current 
positions due to US requests, the source added.  

• The Iraqi Turcoman Front (ITF) buys voting coupons from Kurdish and Arab 
citizens in Sinjar and Zummar areas for about $665 each telling them that the 
conduction of elections is unlikely due to security deterioration.  

Amro, private half-monthly issued in Sulaymanya, 17 December 
2004 

• The terrorists in Mosul have launched an organized campaign against the Kurd 
while the Kurdish media and political parties keep silent. 20 Kurds were killed in 
Mosul in the first week of the current month, an informed KDP source told the 
paper on condition of anonymity.  

• The director of Khanaqeen Education Department complained that the office of 
Dyala Governor prevents his Department from assuming the entitlements granted 
to the department by the Education Ministry in Baghdad. The Director further 
requested  
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